Para Badminton Quiz 2 – Answer Sheet
Fun Facts in Para badminton
1. How many medal events will there be for Para badminton at the 2020 Paralympic Games
in Tokyo?
A) 12
B) 14
C) 16
2. Once medical Classifiers assess that a person is eligible to compete, a player receives a
‘C’ rating meaning ‘Confirmed’. What does a ‘R’ rating mean?
A) a player has been ‘Renewed’
B) a player is under ‘Review’
C) a player has been ‘Rejected’
3. Of the 22 different Para badminton events, how many will be showcased at the Paralympic
Games?
A) 8
B) 12
C) 14
4. A sport-specific wheelchair typically costs between €3,000 - €5,000. Does a sport-specific
prosthesis for leg amputees typically cost more or less than the wheelchair?
A) More €5,000-€50,000
B) Less €2,000-€3,000
5. In standing mixed doubles, a player from the SU5 category must have a partner from
which sport class?
A) SL3
B) SL4
C) SU5
6. How many sports feature in the Paralympic Games, as sanctioned by the IPC?
A) 28 (twenty-two summer and six winter)
B) 26 (twenty summer and six winter)
C) 24 (eighteen summer and six winter)

7. What is the maximum standing height allowed for male SH6 (short stature) players?
A) 137cm
B) 145cm
C) 152cm
8. SL3 and wheelchair singles matches are played on a half-court, but which of these two
sport classes are players able to serve into the side tram-lines?
A) SL3
B) Wheelchair
9. Which is the only category that never mixes with any other sport class on court?
A) SH6
B) SU5
C) WH1
10. How many gold medals were won by Europeans at the BWF 2019 Para Badminton World
Championships?
A) Three
B) Four
C) Five

For more information around Para badminton, click on the links below:
•

International Paralympic Committee

•

European Paralympic Committee

•

Badminton World Federation

•

Badminton Europe Confederation

